NEWS RELEASE
Global Net Commerce, Inc. Supports Sierra Wireless AirCard 881
Providing New Wireless Program Services to the Financial Industry
Irvine, California – January 7, 2008 – Global Net Commerce, Inc. (GNCI) announced today
the release of driver support for the new Sierra Wireless AirCard 881, a PC card wireless data
modem. The AirCard 881 is the latest GSM offering from Sierra Wireless, delivering a
theoretical maximum download speed of 7.2 Mbps through HSDPA (High Speed Downlink
Packet Access), a theoretical maximum uplink speed of 2.0 Mbps through HSUPA (High Speed
Uplink Packet Access). The AirCard 881 also expands on the capability of previous models with
improved connectivity in fringe areas with weak or noisy signal conditions.
“GNCI is proud to offer support for this advanced mobile networking product in our MSM
router/modem,” said Michael Goraleski, President and CEO. “The AirCard 881 allows our new
and existing customers to benefit from speed of HSDPA and HSUPA in their networking
applications. The superior antenna performance and reception characteristics enhance solid
reliability and mobility options for wireless connectivity.”
Wolfgang Tolkien, Senior Engineer adds: “We have tested this radio module extensively and we
are very impressed by its performance and reliability. GNCI's MSM wireless router/modem
continues to be the industry leader in the number of removable wireless modules supported and
constantly growing, ensuring compatibility with new wireless network technologies.”
GNCI’s applications use standards-based networking and security. Industry standard IPSEC
with 3DES or AES encryption is used for security over the internet and radio network. Built-in
firewall features ensure unauthorized access attempts and logged and denied.
Global Net Commerce, Inc. (GNCI) is a leading provider wireless application for the financial
services and retail verticals. GNCI provides manufacturing, engineering/development of
wireless applications, and offers installation, maintenance and servicing of wireless 3G /
Broadband / Next Generation products for the ATMs and telemetry of high profile financial
institutions and affiliated member networks. Our professional services and skilled technicians
are focused on delivering reliable and quality support for wireless ATM programs. The
executive management of GNCI possesses over 100 years of combined experience in the ATM
and financial services industries. GNCI is privately owned and operated, and is based in Irvine,
California. For more information on GNCI’s products and services, visit our website at
www.globalnetcommerceinc.com.
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